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Abstract 
We investigate both the photonic and electronic band structure of a comb-like wave- 

guide geometry in which dangling side branches are grafted along an i&in&e one- 
dimensional waveguide. In a periodic (superlattice like) waveguide, we report the 
opening-up of stop bands which originate both from the periodicity of the system and the 
resonant states of the grafted branches (which play the role of resonators). Wide gaps 
(narrow bands) can be obtained by grafting several dansling side branches at every node. 
The stop bands still remain even for identical constituent materials. We also propose a 
tandem structure composed of two or several successive combs which di&r by their 
physical characteristics that allows an ultrawideband filter. This behavior results from the 
superposition of the bandgaps in the successive structures. The presence of a de&c% 
branch in the comb can give rise to localized modes inside gaps. These states appear as 
very narrow peaks in the transmission spectrum and therefore may have usetil 
applications in the fianx of photo& bandgap materials or electronic band engineering of 
nanostructures. 

1. Introduction 

For the last ten years, numerous theoretical and e xpeknental investigations have focused on the 

existence of gaps in the electromagnetic band structure ofphotonic crystals, i.e., artificial structures 

exhibiting a spatially dependent dielectric constant. Various lD, 2D and 3D structures of periodic 

photo& crystals were &died [l]. Gaps were also observed in slightly disordered [2,3] as well as in 

quasiperiodic [4] 2D photo& crystals. In these forbidden bands, electromagnetic modes, spontaneous 

emission and zero-point fluctuations are all absent [5]. These properties become more pronounced 

when the gap is made large. Some studies have also addressed the problem of the emergence of 

localized states in the photo& band gaps by introducing defects in the periodic dielectric structure, 

for instance by removing or addii some inclusions [1,6-81 or by changii the characteristics 

(material or diameter) of several incbions [9]. These properties were also started to be investigate4l 
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in quasi-one-dimemional photo& crystals [ 1, lo]. Photonic crystah possessing localized modes in the 

forbidden bands should have applications in optical devices such as selective frequency filters or very 

efficient waveguides. 

In two previous papers [ 11,121, we proposed a model of a quasi-one-dimensional photonic crystal 

exhiii very narrow pass bands separated by large fixbidden bands. This system is composed of an 

inhite one-dimensional waveguide ( the backbone ) along which stars of N finite side branches are 

gratkd at N equidistant sites, N and N being integer (Pig. 1). The backbone and the side branches are 

ammxd to be infinitesimally thin wires. This srar w(Iye guide is descrii by two structural and two 

compositional parameters, namely the periodicii d,, the length dz of each side branch, and the relative 

dielectric pemMvi@ si of each medium, with i=l for the backbone snd i=2 for the side branches. 

-. 

Fii. 1: Periodic wave guide with N stars of N (NW, here) grafted branches. 

The stop bands originate both from the periodicity of the system and the resonant states of the 

grafted branches which play the role of resonators. Wide gap&arrow bands can be obtained by an 

appropriate choice of the parameters, in particular the ratio between the two characteristic lengths dl 

and dz, but more especially by grafbng several danghng side branches at every node. Let us stress 

that, unlike in usual photo& crystals [l], relatively large gaps still remain for homogeneous systems 

where~side~~andthebackboneareconstitutedofthesamemateriaLThemainfeaturesof 

our model will be brietly presented in 6 2, followed by two new results. First, we show that very large 

gaps in some specific frequency ranges can be real&l by considering a tandem structure composed of 

two or several successive star waveguides which differ by their physical chara&&&. Then, we 

investigate the existence of kxahzed modes inside gaps when a defect branch of d&rent length is 

inserted in the star waveguide. 

These results obtained for electromagnetic waves will be transposed in 8 3 to electronic excitations 

in the t?ame of an effective mass model [ 131. The motivation behind this work is to demonstrate the 
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control over the widths of the pass bands and hence the gaps. Let us emphasize several investigations 

of the electronic transport in 1D .9trWum with a wide variety of geometries. One can mention the 

quantum cmductance in 1D mesoscopic riugs [14], the tmmmbion zeros and poles in quantum 

waveguides [15], the transport properties of waveguide like T-shaped semicmductors structures 

exhibiting tmusistor action based on quautum interference [ 161, the e&t of short-range irregularities 

on tmsmission iu coupled quantum wires [ 171, the size effect on cmductauce in ballistic quautum 

wires [ 181 and the experhnental observation of quantum corrections to the resistance in ID gold wires 

with periodically spaced dangling side branches [ 191. 

2. Giant Photo& Stop Bands and Defect Modes 

The passing and stop bands of the star waveguide depicted in Fig. 1 can be displayed in the 

dispersion relation for an intinite number of sites (N + 0~) or in the transm&in coefficient T through 

the waveguide when the side branches are gratted at a finite number N of nodes. Both the dispersion 

relation and the transmbion factor T were obtained in a closed form by using the inter&x response 

theory [ 11,201. They are given as : 

or 

and 

N’ F2 SlC2 cos(kd*) = c, +-.-.- 
2 4 s2 

COs(kd~) = c, + -.-.- 
N’ F2 S,S, 

2 4 c2 
(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where k is the modulus of the wave vector for propagation of electromagnetic waves in the interior of 

the star waveguide and t = exp(iM1). In equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), the quantities C’i, Si and l$ 

(i=1,2) are detined as Ci = cosh(C@i), Si = sinh(aidi) and 4 = ai with ai = jE& where o is the 
c 

l?equency,cthespeedoflightinvacuumand j=Ji. 

The dispersion relations (2.1) and (2.2) were obtained for two diirent choices of the boundary 

conditions, namely, the vanishing of either the electric field (E=O) or the magnetic field (H=O) at the 

five extremities of the side branches. The wavevector k is then defined by either (2.1) or (2.2). 
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Fig. 2: Top panel: (a) Dispersion curves (reduced t?equency IR =&l&/c versus the 
dimensionless wave vector kdl ) for the one-dimensional structure depicted in Fig. 1, with 
N-+ co, N’=l and the boundary condition E=O. (b) and (c) Transmission coefficients through 
the same structure with the side branches grafted respectively at N=5 and N=lO nodes. 
Bottom panel: Same as in top panel, but for N’=4 side branches grafled at every node. 

In Fig. 2, we present the band structures and transmGon coeflicients for star waveguides 

composed of identical constituents, i.e., q = ~2 , with the same characteristic lengths dl = d2 and 

the boundary condition E=O. The top and bottom panels respectively descrii the situations where the 

number of g&ted side branches at every node is N’=l and NW. Fii 2(a) shows the sixth lowest 

dispersion curves of the photo& band structure for N+ a, and N’=l . In this periodic system, one can 

notice the presence of pass bands separated by gaps and in particular the existence of a cutoff 

fkquency, i.e., a forbidden band which commence s at zero frequency. The flat bands at reduced 

Ceqencies equal to R, 2n, 3x,... correspond to localized modes insiie each resonator. These modes 

do not penetrate into the backbone In Fig. 2(b), we have plotted the variations of the tmnsmission 

coefficient T versus the reduced frequency for a finite number of stars, namely N=5. Despite the tlnite 

number of resonators, one can notice that T approaches zero in regions corresponding to the observed 
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gaps in the electromagnetic band structure of Fig. 2(a). The flat bands in Fig. 2(a), associated with 

localized modes inside the resonators, do not contriie to the transmission. Fii. 2(c) shows that 

increasing the number N of nodes to 10 does not modify signScantly the edges of the forbidden 

bands. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 contains similar results to those of the top panel when several 

(N’=4) side branches are grafted at every node. This panel Uustrates the narrowing (widening) of the 

pass bands (forbidden bands) when increasiug N’. 

A detailed analysis of the photonic band structure in our model with the boundary condition H=O 

at the tke extremities of the side branches is presented in our recent works [ 11,121. There, we have 

also discussed other possibiiies of making some of the pass bands narrow by an appropriate choice of 

the characteristic lengths dl and dz. A simple experimental con&nation of our theoretical predictions 

was also achieved by nxaming the transmkion coefficient through star waveguide structures 

constituted by coaxial cables. The typical lengths dl or dz in these expekents is of the order of one 

meter, therefore the observed gaps Ml in the fkquency range of a few to 500 MHz. However, the 

physical behavior predicted in our model should remain valid in other kequency domains of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, as recent manutkturing techniques permit the f%rication of extremely thin 

wires [21-231. 

We propose, in this paper, another way of making an ultrawideband filter in some fkquency 

domains. This consists in a tandem structure composed of a series of two or more combs which difkr 

by their characteristic lengths, material parameters or boundary conditions. Indeed, the transmission 

coefficient through the tandem can be suppressed by taking advantage of the superposition of the gaps 

in individual combs. Two examples are depicted in Figs. 3, for tandem structures containing two 

different combs. One can notice that the transmkion through the tandem (bottom panel) is 

signikantly depressed in the gaps of individual combs (top and middle panels). From a technical point 

of view, one may expect that the realization of the tandem structure would te easier than grafting 

several side branches at every node of a comb. 

Finally, we address in this section the problem of the existence of localized modes in the forbidden 

bands of the photo& structure resulting from the presence of a defkct side branch inside a comb. For 

the sake of briefness, we concentrate on the case of a defect branch di&ring by its length Q t?om the 

normal branches of length dz. Fii. 4 gives the frequencies of the localized modes as a function of ds 

when a defect is introduced into an infinite comb. The hatched areas correspond to the bulk bands of 

the perfkct comb. The localized modes emerge Tom the bulk bands, decrease in frequency by 

increasing ds and finally merge into a lower bulk band. At each frequency, there is a periodical 

repetition of the localized state as a fhnction of d3. 
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Fll. 3: Tramnisi on coefficients through individual combs (top and middle panels) and 
through the tandem structure (lower panel). In the lefi pane& the parameters of the individual 
combs are EI=Ez, dl=dz, N=5, N’=l and the combs di&r by their bomdary conditiox~ E=O in 
(a)~H?)in(b).Intherightpanel~characteristiclengthQofthesecondcombisalso 
changed to dz=O.2 d,. 

~transmissioncoefficientisalsoaffectedby~presenceofade~insidethecomband,in 

particular, exhibits narrow peaks associated with the localized tides. Fii 5 gives a comparison of 

the tmmission cme&ients for two combs respectively with and without defect. In the fkequency 

rangedisplayedinthisfigure,thereare6ivepeaksassociatedwith~localizedstates,~sefallingin 

~middleofagapbeing~hnarrowerthanthosesituatedin~visinitvofa~edge.The 

transmissioninsideabullrbandcanalsobesignificanthlaffectedbythepresenceofa~~.For 

mstance, io our example, T is totally depressed inside the second bulk baud (Figs. 5(b) and S(C)). 

Another point to notice in Fig. 5 is the infhxme of the location of the de& site on the tmnsmkiin 

coe~ientandinparticularonthe~~ofthepeaksassociatedwiththelocalizedmodes. 

ExperkmM proof% of the above muIts are in progress aud will be published ekewhere. 
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Fig. 4: Frequencies of the localized modes associated with a defect side branch of length d3 in 
an infinite comb. The other parameters are .q = ~2 = ~3, dl = d2, N’= 1 and the boundary 
condition is E=O. 
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Fig. 5: Transmks IOLI CoefEcients for a per&t and a defixtive combs containing N=S nodes. 
(a) The comb is without defkct. (b) The comb contains one defect side branch of length 
d3=0.7dl located at the middle node. (c) The defect is located on the second (or on the 
fourth) node. The other parameters are q = q = .q,dl = d2, N’= 1 and the boundary 
condition is E=O. 
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3. Giant Electronic Stop Bands and Defect Modes 

The above formalism cau also be used to investigate the band stmcture of a comb-like electronic 

waveguide provided each material is descrii iu the &me of an effective mass model. The analytic 

expressions derived for the photonic structure can be transposed to the electronic excitations provided 

it2 
the quantities ai and 4 are defined as ai = $Jwj and 4 = zai, where A, mi, I$ refer, 

i 

respectively, to the reduced Plmck constant, the effective mass and a constant potential in medim i. 

In our model, the potential VI in the backbone is assumed to be lower than the potential Vz in the side 

branchesandtheenergyEde&edas E= 
h2k2 
- + 6 (where k is a one-dimensional wavevector) 
2mi 

should be higher than the potential 6 [ 131. With these notations, the electronic band structure aud 

the tmmmission f&or are respectively given by (2.1) and (2.3), where the usual boundary conditions 

(i.e., the continuity of the wavefunctions and their &st derivatives divided by the respective effective 

masses) has been employed. 
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Fig. 6: (a) Dispersion curves of the electronic states in a star waveguide made of GaAs, with 
N-NO, d&=10 nm and NW. The arrows indicate the energies of localized modes 
associated with a star made of N defect side branches of length ds = 7.0 ntn The dashed lines 
are flat bands which do not contribute to the trammCon. (b) and (c) Transmission 
coefficients through the same structure with the side branches gra&d at N=5 nodes, 
respectively without star de&t and with one star defect located on the middle node. 
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Considering the material media GaAs for the backbone and GaAs or Gal+ A1, As for the side 

branches, we have investigated [13] the electronic band structure of the comblike waveguide. We 

have shown in particular the narrowing (widening) of the bands (gaps) by increasing the number N’ of 

grafied side branches at every node. In Fig. 6, we present an example of the dispersion curves and 

trausmission coefficient for a star waveguide with GaAs as the only constituent aud we show the 

existence of localized states when the length of the side branches at one node is changed f+om dz to ds. 

In the energy range depicted in Fig. 6, there are five localized modes associated with this defect; the 

corresponding peaks in the transmission beii narrower when falling in the middle of a gap. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have investigated the photo& or electronic band structure of a quasi-one 

dimensional periodic system with a comblike stmctue which can exhiiit very large forbidden bands. 

Localized states associated with defects in the comb were observed. These defect modes appear as 

narrow peaks of strong amplitude in the transmission spectrum. The manu&ctur& of such 

waveguides could be very use%.d in making, for instance, &ring or multiplexing devices, more 

particularly in integrated structms working at optical frequencies. Comb-like nanostructures could 

alsO have potential applications iu modern semiconductor technology. The generalization of our one- 

dimensional model to the case of a 2 or 3-dimensional network of connected wires is also possible. 

Fii, we would mention our recent application of this theory to the study of acoustic spectral gaps 

and diite tmnsmission in slender tubes [24]. 
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